Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is to introduce a new concept of ∆ 
Introduction and preliminaries
Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [11] used the idea of an Orlicz function M to construct the sequence space l M of all sequences of scalars (x k 
< ∞ for some ρ > 0. The space l M equipped with the norm ∥x∥ = inf
} is a BK space [8, p . 300] usually called an Orlicz sequence space. The space l M is closely related to the space l p which is an Orlicz sequence space with M (x) = x p , 1 ≤ p < ∞. We recall [8, 11] Note that an Orlicz function is always unbounded.
It is easily seen that the function M v (v is a positive integer), the composition of an Orlicz function M with itself v times, is also an Orlicz function.
Throughout the paper X denotes a seminormed space with seminorm q, p = (p k ) is a sequence of positive real numbers, M is an Orlicz function, w and w(X) respectively denote the space of all scalar sequences and Xvalued sequences. l ∞ , c and c 0 denote the spaces of bounded, convergent and null sequences x = (x k ) with complex terms, respectively, normed by
The notion of difference sequence spaces was introduced by Kizmaz [9] . It was generalized by Et and Colak [3] as follows:
Let m be a non-negative integer. Then
. . , where k 0 = 0, we shall mean an increasing sequence of non-negative integers with h r = k r − k r−1 → ∞ as r → ∞. The intervals determined by θ will be denoted by I r = (k r−1 , k r ], and the ratio k r /k r−1 will be denoted by q r . The space of lacunary strongly convergent sequences N θ was defined by Freedman et al. [5] as follows:
There is a strong connection [5] between N θ and the space |σ 1 | of strongly Cesàro summable sequences, which is defined by The definition of lacunary strong convergence was introduced in 1978. Since then various extensions of this definition have been given by adding further parameters, recent one being of ∆ m q -lacunary strong summability with index p with respect to an Orlicz function M due to Tripathy et al. [19] as follows:
A sequence x ∈ w(X) is said to be ∆ m q -lacunary strongly summable with index p with respect to an Orlicz function M if
We denote the space of all X-valued ∆ m q -lacunary strongly summable sequences with index p with respect to an Orlicz function M by [19] ).
Some other well-known spaces are also obtained by specializing X, q, θ, m, M and p (see [19] ).
We
The idea of statistical convergence was introduced by Fast [4] and studied by various authors (e.g., [2] , [6] , [10] , [15] , [16] ).
The concept of lacunary statistical convergence was introduced by Fridy and Orhan [7] as follows: Definition 1.1 [7] . Let θ = (k r ) be a lacunary sequence. A sequence x = (x k ) is said to be lacunary statistically convergent to a number l if for every ϵ > 0,
where the vertical bars denote the cardinality of the set which they enclose. In this case, we write The following inequalities (see, e.g., [13, p. 190] ) are needed throughout the paper.
Let p = (p k ) be a bounded sequence of positive real numbers. If H = sup k p k , then for any complex a k and b k ,
where C = max(1, 2 H−1 ). Also for any complex λ,
Composite space
(ii) Suppose there exists a constant β,
Using (2), we have
(ii) Since M (t) ≤ βt for all t ≥ 0 and M is non-decreasing and convex, we have M n (t) ≤ β n t for each n ∈ N. The first inclusion is easily proved by using (2) . To prove the second inclusion, suppose that v − n = s and let 
.
Thus for sufficiently large r, we must have
for sufficiently large r. Since x ∈ W (∆ m , M, q), the left side converges to zero, so we must have q r → 1 which implies by Lemma 3.2, that
, where e = (1, 1, 1, . . .) and therefore
for some ρ > 0. Then we have
which gives a contradiction, since both terms on the left converge to zero. The famous spaceĉ of all almost convergent sequences was defined by Lorentz [12] . The space of strongly almost convergent sequences [ĉ] was introduced by Maddox [14] and also independently by Freedman et al. [5] as follows:
We extend this space to [ĉ] [∆ m , M, p, q] as defined below:
uniformly in p, for some l ∈ X and ρ > 0}. 
for n > n 0 , p = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Since θ is lacunary, we can choose R > 0 such that r ≥ R implies h r > n 0 and consequently, We now introduce the following definition:
in X is said to be ∆ m q -lacunary statistically convergent to l ∈ X if for every ϵ > 0,
We shall denote the set of all ∆ m q -lacunary statistically convergent sequences by 
r |{k ∈ I r : q(y k ) ≥ ϵ}| + max
